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[C] I like to be in A- [F] merica!
[C] O.K. by me in A- [G] merica!
[Eb] Ev'rything free in A- [Bb] merica
[Ab] For a small fee in A- [C] merica!
[C] Here you are free and you have pride
Long as you stay on your [G] own side
Free to be anything you choose
Free to wait tables and [C] shine shoes
[C] Skyscrapers bloom in A- [F] merica
[C] Cadillacs zoom in A- [G] merica
[Eb] Industry boom in A- [Bb] merica
[Ab] Twelve in a room in A- [C] merica
[C] Maria! I've just met a girl named Ma- [Gmaj7] ria,
And [C] suddenly that [G] name
Will [Dm7] never be the [G7] same to [C] me
Maria! I've just kissed a girl named Ma- [Gmaj7] ria,
And [Am] suddenly I've [Em] found
How [Am] wonderful a [Em] sound can [Bm] be!
Ma- [F] ria! Say it loud and there's music [Em] playing,
Say it [Gm] soft and it's almost like [D] praying.
Ma- [Bb9] ria, I'll never stop saying Ma- [C] ria!
The most [Eb] beautiful sound I have [C#6] ever heard
Ma- [C] ria.. [A7+5]
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I feel [D] pretty, [A7+5] oh so [D] pretty [A7+5]
I feel [D] pretty and [Bm] witty and [Em] bright [A]
And I [Bm] pity any [Em] girl who isn't [A] me to- [D] night [A7] [D]
I feel [D] charming, [A7+5] oh so [D] charming [A7+5]
It's al- [D] arming how [Bm] charming I [Em] feel [A]
And so [Bm] pretty that I [Em] hardly can be- [A] lieve I'm [D]
real [A7] [D]
[G] See the pretty girl in that mirror there?
Who can that attractive girl [D] be?
[F#m] Such a pretty [C#7] face, such a pretty [F#m] dress,
Such a pretty [C#7] smile, such a pretty [A7] me!
I feel [D] stunning, [A7+5] and en- [D] trancing [A7+5]
Feel like [D] running and [Bm] dancing for [Em] joy [A]
For I'm [Bm] loved by a [Em] pretty [A] wonderful [D] boy
To- [G] night, to- [A7] night
Won't [G] be just any [A7] night
To- [G] night there will be [Em7] no morning [F#m] star [F7]
To- [Bb] night, to- [C7] night
I'll [Bb] see my love to- [Cm] night
And for us stars will stop where they [D] are [D7]
To- [Eb] day the [Cm] minutes seem like hours
The hours go so [Bbm] slowly
And still the sky is [A] light [A7]
Oh [G] moon grow [A7] bright
And [G] make this endless [Em7] day endless [Bm] night [D7]
To- [G] night
[A7] There's a [D] place for [G] us,
[Em] Some- [A] where a [D] place for [G] us
[Em] Peace and [A] quiet and [F#m] open [Bm] air
[G] Wait for [Em] us, some- [A] where [A7]
[A7] There's a [D] place for [G] us,
[Em] A [A] time and [D] place for [G] us
[Em] Hold my [A] hand and we're [F#m] halfway [Bm] there
[G] Hold my [C] hand and I'll [F] take you there
[Bb] Somehow, [Gm] someday, [D] somewhere!

